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This May edition of the Pennant reaches you in what are unique circumstances. We 

no longer have the ability to spread the individual copies out on one of the Club 

tables so that people can help themselves. Where members have an email address 

then it is being distributed on-line. Otherwise for all the remaining members it will be 

posted. 

Hope you are all keeping safe. We have faced 2 hour delays for ASDA and had to 

queue for half an hour to enter the Usk Garden Centre. On the other hand, the 

garden has never looked so well trimmed and there is plenty of time to readdress 

previous hobbies such as watercolour painting and sketching. In sympathy with the 

rest of you the biggest frustration is not being able to work on the boat – After all, the 

weather by and large has been pretty good.   

Back some time in October 2019, Harry Elliot asked if it would be possible to include 

some extracts from Doug McLeod’s journal of his Baltic cruise. Doug’s son Patrick 

kindly provided the 136 pages which I have savagely whittled down to 6 pages. 

Some of you may have read the whole issue which was put on the Club website 

during April as well as some of the pen drawings – One is illustrated below. In an 

attempt to express what was a highly professional use of words as well as trying to 

capture the personality of the author, you will find some passages from the original 

text, just as they were written, highlighted in italics.  
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THE AGM /MATTERS ARISING 

For those who were unable to attend, here are some of the highlights and issues you 

need to be aware of. 

New Commodore :- Alex Liberson is this year’s Commodore. He continues to be 

Membership Secretary. He explained that he accepted the post so as not to let down 

all those who worked so hard in the interests of the Club. In his address he urged 

people to get more involved and encouraged members to join the Committee. 

Barry Welch has stood down as Cruiser Captain. It was suggested that when cruises 

were planned, then a notice be put on the board to inform others who may want to 

join in. 

A new cruiser race is to be inaugurated this year – No. 5 buoy to Denny Island. 

Unless a reasonable number turn up for the dinghy races, they will not be manned. 

A new log book for mooring maintenance has been proposed. This is meant to 

provide a history of the individual moorings rather than to impose a control on 

holders. In consideration of the severe weather throughout February, everyone was 

urged to check their insurance for storage liability from October through to the 

Spring. 

           

To reiterate the need for “onshore” insurance, this is what the February gales did to a 

fin keeled yacht. It appears the yacht vibrated and twisted in its cradle before 

toppling over. Thankfully for us, no other vessels were involved.  
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COMMODORE’S ADDRESS - MAY 2020 - A season to forget? 

Dear Club Members 

I trust this finds you all well. Of course being storm bound in our homes and gardens 

is a great trial but I know that the qualities that are needed to sail in the Bristol 

Channel will be serving you now – namely, the ability to cope with whatever comes 

our way. 

In the Bristol Channel we certainly have a lot to overcome from shifting sandbanks, 

ferocious tides, to being laid flat off Lavernock Point but the rewards are there, the 

squall passes, the storm abates and the sun comes out. 

We can look forward to that moment. If I close my eyes now I can feel the gentle 

heel of the boat as the breeze kicks in, the sun in my face and the fresh sea air. 

Those of us who have felt the call of the sea know that a boat is more than a mode 

of transport. On land it is an object to be cared for but once under sail can take on a 

soul of its own.   

So be stoic and do what you can to keep yourselves safe and fit as the end of the 

lockdown draws nearer. 

Your Committee is doing what it can to prepare and have the Club in the best 

possible position for the remainder of the year. To increase our membership, we are 

for the first time in the Club’s history starting to advertise. Even under the current 

conditions this is paying dividends and I would like all members to extend a warm 

welcome to two new members. Simon Gray and Gareth Hale are bringing a twin keel 

Snapdragon 620 to NUSC. ( As a child, Gareth used to sail here with his parents so 

some of you may recognise him.) My brother Max has also joined having sailed his 

1932 gaff clipper round from the East Coast just before the lockdown began. 

Mooring and Compound officers Andrew and Richard are working to ensure that the 

Wise is ready to launch boats when we are permitted. At the last inspection the lifting   

slings were condemned as there have been a number of recorded failures attributed 

to slings with dual loop endings. Consequently we have to change to single loop 

slings which we anticipate will slightly increase the launching times. We have, 

unfortunately, no choice in this matter. 

The clubhouse and compound are secure and in good condition. We are awaiting 

more guidance on regulations that will determine the way in which we have to 

comply with the current crisis. Kate Davies our Social Secretary is likewise waiting to 

adapt our social events to make the best of the remaining year. 

 “Stay safe” – We are nearly there! I have heard it said that a journey that starts 

badly invariably ends well.  

 

Let’s turn **************** A SEASON TO FORGET  

Into          **************** A YEAR TO REMEMBER 

 

Alex Liberson 

Commodore and Membership Secretary 
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THE HOLMS RACE 2019 

As we sit at home obeying Boris and Mark’s Covid 19 regime and trying 

picture our boats or if Brexit ever happened, or if it was actually a bad 

dream where passion has been purged from the national consciousness 

in a Stalin-like brainwash - Now seems like a good time to look back on 

events of last season. 

One of which is the annual staging of the Holms Race during the second 

week of September. It has become a regular feature for a number of 

NUSC members. 

The race from Flatholm and Steepholm and back to Portishead is in 

excess of 35 nm. Each entrant selects his own start time – the earliest 

being some 90 minutes after high water, with the aim of rounding 

Steepholm at low water taking into consideration the weather conditions 

and the tidal flows of the day. 

Taking part were the imperturbable Alan Freeman on Ceol Mor, Tom 

Gregory, the Club’s favourite Solopian on Sundance, Roger Ayres on 

Projectile Fear Quiet Tango and Yours Truly on Genghis Khan, all 

together with our respective crews. 

We locked out of Portishead Marina at nine-o-clock having sailed over 

the previous day, taking advantage of half price berthing fees and also   

taking some time before the race to make preparations for the day. By 

this time most of the 39 competitors were in or around “the Pool” many 

of which were very impressive, well crewed modern cruiser racers from 

various clubs around the Channel. 

The day was one of glorious sunshine but the wind decided it wanted to 

play only a minor role in coming affairs and so deciding what time it 

would take to get to the Islands would prove to be more of a 

“guesstimation” than anything scientific – Not that I’ve ever done 

anything you could call by that name! 

After much deliberation and coin tossing we decided to sail for the start 

line which was a buoy set only one hundred yards or so from the PCC 

slip. When I say sail I really mean swept down as we soon found 

ourselves heading directly towards the very same with no way on at all 

which resulted in us crossing the line backwards after having collided 
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with the offending hardware. After consulting with the starter and 

enquiring about the penalties incurred, we were under way at 10.40 

heading towards the NW Elbow to port, the only mark before the Islands. 

With only the lightest of air coming from the NW we thought it best to get 

as high as possible to the Avon and Clevedon buoys en route, 

something we failed to achieve, passing some well below them but 

indicating the importance of getting above or as close to the next 

buoyage, the NW Elbow, in order to avoid being swept towards mid 

islands and below our mark by the now full flowing ebb tide. With much 

grinding and pinching of teeth and sails and some fortuitous puffs we 

were able to achieve this and take the mark to port. On the approach we 

could see from distance, at least 10 boats who had unfortunately fallen 

below the mark, one of which was Sundance. For them, the game was 

over. 

There were some boats ahead which didn’t seem to be going anywhere, 

more like they were at best stemming the tide or even anchored, which 

seemed strange until it dawned on me that they were the leading 

contingent not wanting to get behind Flatholm before the tide had turned. 

I reckoned that I was about an hour from the Islands with two hours of 

ebb left so carried on regardless and sure enough they got back on 

course roughly ¾ mile behind. 

Rounding the Islands very light winds were still the order of the day and 

behind was a fleet of the fast boats, late starters but now with spinnakers 

flying and steadily making ground on us. Luckily we found a half breeze 

blowing between the Islands and made good use of it until it blew out 

when we were behind Steepholm and then it was back to the 

underwhelming helming with the jib collapsing and the boom rocking. 

The advancing pack was barely able to keep chutes collapsing which 

stalled their progress giving us fresh heart and cheering us up no end. 

We rounded Steepholm and then realised we were in the lead, not a 

position I’m used to being in and which meant I had no one to follow – I 

would have to figure out where and when to tack to make the NW Elbow 

to starboard on the return. 

Shortly afterwards the first of the advancing racers glided past us. It was 

Mercenary, a Hunter Impala in beautiful condition. A few more passed, 
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all looking organised and well found, the breeze now a steady zephyr at 

best. The sail back up channel was uneventful as we listened on the 

radio to the many skippers reporting to Race Control that they were 

unable to complete the course due to the light conditions. Unfortunately 

one of these we heard was Ceol Mor, a Westerly Storm which gives a 

far better account of herself in livelier conditions. No doubt Alan and 

Sharon will be having another crack next year. 

Approaching the finish there was a little confusion regarding the finishing 

buoy’s position with returning boats calling Race Control for clarification. 

Of these, Mercenary, herself a Portishead boat was one. 

Shortly afterwards we spotted the finishing buoy but were unable to fight 

the tide to get back on the inside and crossed the line outside it instead 

consequently not receiving a finishing time from Race Control. 

We then headed to the marina to lock in, get on our mooring and have a 

wash and a brush up in preparation to attend the post- race event in the 

local youth club where the race organisers, the PCC, had made 

available a splendid home cooked spread of food and drinks for the 

entrants and guests. 

A little later the results were announced with First and Second positions 

given to J Star and Chloe of Portsmouth, the only two boats to have truly 

completed the course. Other boats listed as completed failed to have 

passed the buoy on the correct side- So only 12 boats completed the 

course out of 39 starters. Quiet Tango with the unholy trinity of Roger, 

Steve and Charles aboard had achieved a creditable 11th position. 

Genghis Kahn with myself and long suffering crew Graham Morris 

aboard delightedly managed to scoop the final trophy position of Sixth 

place receiving a handsome looking engraved beer tankard to boot, 

which I’m sure will come in very useful. 

 

Tony Sperduti 
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DOUG McLEOD’S CRUISE TO THE BALTIC ON SHELDRAKE 

    SUMMER 1988 

At the beginning of July, Doug loaded all his provisions on board and waved 

goodbye to his wife and daughter. For this initial stage there was no wind to speak of 

and progress down to Porlock Bay was all on the diesel engine. Although 

anticipating an overnight anchorage in the Bay, this plan soon changed with the 

threat of stronger winds forcing him into the tiny harbour. This tantalising weather 

pattern set the scene for the next few days with enforced stays at Ilfracombe and 

Lundy - Not without some relief he eventually pressed on for Padstow and St Ives in 

more settled conditions. 

It was not long before Sheldrake had rounded Lands End and the Lizard and safely 

tucked in at St Mawes, just opposite the entrance to Falmouth Roads. This was the 

year 1988 and well before the introduction of GPS and chart plotters. Neither was 

there a VHF radio on board. Doug took it as a great challenge to use his lightweight 

Zeiss sextant every day. To compliment this he used an inexpensive quartz watch, 

which by the way lost one second every 5 days. The fix was then worked out on one 

of the early scientific calculators of the day. 

The cruise along the South Coast was reasonable but not without a few minor 

mishaps. Whilst a local shopkeeper at Poole had kindly charged the battery to the 

leisure radio overnight, the three point plug on the charger had melted. This incurred 

a forced stopover at Southampton just to replace the plug. On the way down the 

Solent the ferry traffic was quite heavy. It was at this point some dark smoke began 

emerging from the exhaust along with a noticeable loss of speed – A sure sign that 

the propeller was fouled. Lucky for Doug, a young windsurfer was nearby. He was 

wearing a wet suit and offered to clear the obstruction. 

The leg up to Newhaven and Beachey Head went like a dream and it was now the 

moment to grasp the nettle and go for the Channel crossing. To reach Boulogne isn’t 

simply a matter of pointing the boat and then going straight for it. You have to take 

into consideration the traffic separation zones and the tidal drift. Having narrowly 

avoided a massive Soviet freighter and an equally large car transporter, the 

Vergoyer buoy thankfully came into sight. With a “Q” flag and a courtesy Tricolour 

quickly hoisted, Sheldrake was ready to enter the French port of Boulogne. The 67 

mile journey had taken 15 hours. 

After a day dedicated to sight-seeing, the journey north began in earnest. The waters 

around Cap Gris Nez were as spiteful as could be. Worse still, the cabin became 

awash with water. A quick check showed that a rusted jubilee clip on the sea toilet 

was responsible. By the time the problem was fixed the tidal push had set the boat 

back towards Boulogne. 
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The next attempt at Cap Gris Nez was far more successful. Full of exuberance and 

pride in his wooden yacht as well as inspired by the famous pottery designer, Doug 

wrote the following tribute. 

Bernard Leach  described how he was once moved, holding in his hand a 

simple but exquisite rice bowl, by the realisation that such perfect form could 

not result from the labour of a single individual, however gifted, but could only 

come as a result of a tradition, the refinement by generations of craftsmen. It is 

the same with boats. The current notion that good design and fitness for 

purpose springs from the drawing board of an innovative “genius” usually 

proves a fallacy, cultivated by those who market designs and profit from 

changes in fashion, helped by the yachting press. “Sheldrake” aware of her 

long workboat ancestry smugly agreed. 

At Calais there was good opportunity to do some laundry as well as looking around 

the town and enjoying the French cuisine before pressing on once again towards   

the Belgian Coast.  

The moles at Zeebruge soon passed on the starboard side before the desolate 

dunes of Walcheren appeared off the bows. The estuary of the Schelde was obvious 

from the large number of commercial ships at anchor. Too late, Doug noticed the 

debris floating atop the swirling waters which suddenly fouled the propeller again. He 

limped on to the entrance to Buitenhaven on the Rhine where he was helped by two   

crew members from a local tug who were taking the opportunity for a quick dip. In no 

time at all they held the offending bird’s nest of tangle victoriously in their hands. The   

subsequent entry into the harbour met with no further complications. 

After entering the Scheld at Vlissingen, he could now join the canal system and 

travel in a far more sedate fashion. The town of Middleburg was an ideal brief stop to 

stock up with provisions and replenish the diesel tank. Another 4 miles along the 

Kanal Door Walcheren and it was possible to lock into the open expanse that is the 

Versemeer. This was a beautiful area, full of wildlife and with small jetties where a 

yacht could tie up, but, for one night only. A multitude of small islets peppered the   

“meer” – most having a makeshift pontoon and a bricked grate where skippers and 

crew could avail themselves of a barbeque. 

When I landed some of the waterfowl became agitated and I saw incredibly 

small fledglings, mere flecks of down being schooled, introduced to their 

element and given their first swim. I quietly retreated to the boat and left them 

to their peace. I watched from the cockpit – as so often after raining, the sky 

cleared brilliantly and in the last rays of the sunlight this land and waterscape 

took on a quiet tranquil beauty. 

Once through the Zandkreeksluis which led into the Oosterschelde, the channel 

opened up again into what was a broad and bracing waterway, almost like being 

back on the North Sea once more. In brisk winds, Sheldrake now sped up to Keeten- 

Mastgat under full sail recording 5 knots all the way. It was a pleasure to see a small 

fleet of traditional Dutch vessels gliding past, their massive sails bleached white in 
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the sun and pulling at least 10 knots. Through another set of locks and the mile wide 

commercial channel opened up and as Sheldrake headed for Volkerak in the 

blustery conditions, her skipper carefully threaded a course through the procession 

of working barges all carrying their cargos to either Rotterdam or Antwerp. 

With the locks fast looming to the East and strong winds driving from the West, and 

taking into account the density of commercial traffic, a perilous situation was 

developing. As a small yacht ahead turned to port and headed for Ooltgensplaat, it 

made sense to follow him in to the small haven rather than be driven against the 

barrage. This was rewarded by a fine street market early next morning. 

Once out of the locks, Doug pressed on through the inland waterway system by way 

of a series of locks as far as Dordrech. The landscape on this leg of the journey had 

been largely industrial but the overnight mooring at the tiny haven at Puttershoeck 

felt that tiny bit more rural. There was even a windmill. 

On the leg up to Ablasserdam the traffic was exceptionally heavy and at times really 

churned up the waters. It was here that a family friend who was working in the area 

came aboard. John’s initiation to the sailing game was pretty scary. Just as the 

green light indicated permission to pass under the Krimpen Bridge the propeller 

fouled yet again. Doug stripped to his underwear and immersed himself under the 

stern to remove the debris. The bridge was just opening again for another yacht, so 

the makeshift crew joined in, skipper at the tiller dressed just in his underpants. 

From Gouda, Doug joined John at his home. His first sleep in a proper bed for ages 

was beset with all the worries about the safety of an unattended boat – predictably, 

sleep came fitfully. 

Back in Gouda after a train journey from John’s home at Leiden, the route now 

headed North into the Brassermere and subsequently on to the town of Alassdam. 

Safely rested up after all its valiant efforts, the diesel engine enjoyed a fresh oil 

change. From here the screaming jets into Schipol airport could be heard - A sure 

sign that Amsterdam was not too far away. 

It was now only a short traverse of the Niuwemeer before heading up to the final 

mooring in the Sixhaven from where it was possible to take a ferry into the centre of 

the city. 

The bridges opened in turn to allow our passage through the heart of the city. 

Viewed this way from the canal, night time Amsterdam is a beautiful and 

romantic place. Dark trees arch overhead and through their branches there are 

fleeting glances of nocturnal life. Lonely insomniacs lean on the railings, 

lovers in a post-coital reverie stare from their windows at the dream- like  

procession of boats, threading its way through the city. I found these glimpses 

of a warm and comfortable domesticity strangely appealing as I waited for the 

last bridge.  
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For the next few days, Doug enjoyed the variety of life exuded by the city. He loved 

the architecture, people watching, the coarseness of working class life in contrast to 

the more affluent business attitude, the cafes and bars, the nightlife and 

entertainment.  

John again joined up for the weekend as Sheldrake sailed on out of the city and up 

the inland coast past the renowned cheese centre of Edam. Enkhuisen seemed an 

appropriate stop as it was close to the lock into the Isselmeer. Having enjoyed 

John’s company for a more than sociable night, the Isselmeer was far less 

welcoming. This “inland sea” was open to the North Sea and not that pleasant for a 

new crew member with little or no sailing experience. In an exhilarating blow the pair 

eventually spotted Hindeloopen – not an easy task as much was hidden behind the 

dyke and only the church tower and the red of the tiled houses were visible. From 

here, a weather-beaten John could catch a train home. 

The locks now led into the Waddensee and the offshore Friesan Islands. Doug could 

immediately make out the island of Texel some 15 miles away to the West. This is a 

shallow sea where the waters are funnelled by the crescent shape of the offshore 

islands. The segats are the channels scoured by the rushing tides and the opposing 

watersheds made up of mud and sand can dry to a metre or so. The sailing channels 

are marked by series of buoys and withies and taking into consideration the rise and 

fall of tide which is only 2 metres, utmost care has to be taken to identify buoys.  

Landmarks as well can be misleading in this lowland area where everything is bland 

and looks the same. 

Before leaving the mainland, Doug entered the small harbour at Harlingen. A ear 

infection and sore gland were again bothering him, as it had in Calais, so he deemed 

it wise to see the local doctor first. He felt well enough with the appearance of 

daylight to test his skills and knowledge of local pilotage, entering the Schutengat 

and making a landfall at West Terschelling. Poor weather again arrived but on the 

other hand this gave an opportunity to explore the surroundings. It was a wild place 

that held a stark beauty - a seaboard environment where large flocks of seabirds 

gathered - a shallow layer of soil above the sand giving for a reasonably fertile 

landscape. 

Breaking out and heading North once more, a large schooner led the way up into the 

Blauwe Beige en route to Nes, a ferry port on the island of Ameland. When trying to 

raft up in the busy little harbour the skipper alongside completely ignored him – to 

the extent of throwing the warps back over the deck, at which point a few of the 

Dutch began to jeer. Needless to say, a different rafting companion was selected. 

Another enforced walk around the island because of adverse weather left an 

impression of a neat and well cultivated terrain. Like on Terschelling, hordes of 

schoolchildren on educational trips swarmed all over the place. 

In company with 12 other small craft it was soon time to head North for Borkum. 

Maybe it was the false confidence that being in company breeds but Sheldrake soon 
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found herself grounded on the putty. With a lot of rocking and the gear selected in 

reverse she popped off -  A good excuse to steer back out into the North Sea around 

the remaining tail of the islands and make for the western extremity of Borkum.  

With this foray into German territory, the landscape changed drastically. Gone were 

the unsullied profiles of the Dutch Friesan Isles. Borkum was a heavily 

commercialised holiday resort with high rise hotels and crowded beaches. On the 

sands were what looked like coffins. On closer inspection it became apparent they 

were wicker sun shades. The harbour was merely a scooped out sandpit into which 

pontoons had been installed and the facilities were pretty meagre. In spite of this, it 

was reasonably welcoming. In the mornings all the German skippers would converge 

on a tatty old shack and buy their “brotchen”  - hot fresh bread rolls. Under a fresh 

wind, the shallow seas were somewhat confused and showing white spray driving off 

the tops of the breakers. There was nothing for it but to join the tourists and take a 

bus into town. Amidst the stiff wind which swirled the sand, grass and litter around 

the streets, Doug was far from impressed. 

The overnight improvement allowed sailing once more, this time into the Borkumer 

Wattfahr Wasser keeping the obligatory withies to the port side. Memmert was 

largely deserted whilst Juist from a distance seemed to have a line of red cliffs. On 

closer view they were actually the rows of red bricked houses. In the South West 

corner of Norderney was a fine harbour tucked in the lee of the island. Here was the   

largest and most well developed marina since leaving Southampton. 

By breaking out of the Waddensee into the North Sea the perils of the shallows could 

be avoided. From Heligoland there would be a clear run into the Elbe. In the distance 

the pink and carmine cliffs of the island beckoned and once through the large moles   

there was a fine harbour. As always, the diminutive wooden boat attracted a lot of 

attention, especially as it flew the red ensign plus the Welsh dragon. Wherever he 

went, other sailors were more than eager to stop and converse. Here he was invited 

aboard the yacht of two fellow teachers from Germany with whom he had a lively 

debate. 

A good teacher’s overriding loyalty and commitment is not to the department 

of Education and Science. The first concern of the professional teacher should 

always be to Kevin and Wayne, Mandy and Tracey …… and all the rest who 

give us the enormous compliment of their affection and trust, to give what help 

we can towards a realising of their talents and a flowering of their 

personalities. 

The tidal situation required an early obligatory “brotschen” before breaking out into 

the North Sea. A quick “auf wiedersehen” to Heligoland and after passing the sister 

island of Dunen, a little to the South, it was then necessary to veer East with a 

heading for the mainland coast. At this stage the seas were full of orange algae, 

often with jellyfish trapped inside. Soon the obvious indications of a major channel 

identified themselves and the large training wall at Kugelbakke along with some 
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unsolicited cross currents reminiscent of the Bristol Channel led up to Cuxhaven and 

the Yacht Club. As usual, Doug entered into animated an conversation with 

members of the Club. Perhaps his explanation of Margaret Thatcher who had kindly 

facilitated his premature retirement gave the wrong impression. 

One of the elders leaned over to me confidingly. “You know we in this country 

have a name for your Prime Minister. We call her the Iron Lady. We think it is 

good for your country, you English require a strong leader.” 

 I realised it would be futile to argue. 

Those of us who appreciate Doug’s radical left wing views can understand the self- 

control it would have taken not to reply with his honest opinion. 

 

Doug was familiar with Cuxhaven having been stationed there in the 1950’s as a 

young naval rating and didn’t think the town had changed too much. Once he had  

picked up and cashed his banker’s draught, it was time to restock supplies. The local 

advice was to leave 1.5 hours after low water for Brunsbuttel. As Sheldrake 

accelerated to over 4 knots in the brisk South Westerly it was disappointing to see 

his old naval billets now in ruin with the roof caved in. 

The entrance to the locks was teaming with commercial vessels making 

manoeuvring difficult. Once inside the marina, it was not far away from town where, 

with money in his pocket, he could enjoy the local hostelries and savour a Prager 

Schnitzel in a Balkan restaurant. 

Even though one could marvel at the engineering achievement that is the Nord-

Ostee Canal the appreciation was somewhat dulled by the cold, grey and wet 

morning. Neither did the size of the shipping help, so big that the “hump” they 

created caused Sheldrake to bottom out occasionally as the water levels were 

reduced by half a metre or so. A final stop at Rendesburg would complete the 

locking out through Holtenau into the Baltic. These final 25 kilometres were the most 

pleasant of all, with small “meers” where herons stood poised to pounce on their 

prey. There were wooded hillocks, the occasional home to turreted castles. 

At the exit to the North Sea Canal stands Kiel, a modern bustling city which largely 

owes its prosperity to the ferry trade from the Scandinavian countries. With the 

imminent arrival by train from Denmark of Eilish, the vessel had to be tidied to a 

standard acceptable to a sailing wife. The heavy rain attempted to put a damper on 

things but it was still a joyful reunion. During the night the rain cleared giving a 

pleasant leg to Holtenau where there were provisioning shops along the quay side. 

The seas up to the Ekernforder Bucht quickly built up but once clear of the Baltic 

there was more than pleasant sailing up through the sheltered inland waters to 

Schlesswig and then onto the beautiful old Hanseatic town of Kappeln. 

On a pristine morning the couple re-entered the Baltic and headed North past a 

German “schnellboot” guarding the border and up into the Flensburger Forde to 

reach the southern tip of Denmark. Leaving the islands of Kegnos and Als to port 

Sheldrake pressed on past the rural countryside to the Northern tip of Aero and the 

small harbour at Soby. On the whole they found it a rather dull place. Doug noticed 
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some children enjoying a swim in the sea so decided to try it himself. It was freezing 

and he soon gave up. The barometer was plunging and a German skipper advised 

that a 6 to 7 was forecast.  

Nevertheless they braved the 12 miles back down to Aeroskjobing and with difficulty 
found the entrance to the harbour. This was a far prettier town with timber framed, 
pan-tiled houses all painted in a variety of bright colours. Here they met a young 
couple who invited them to their home if and when they reached Faaborg. Fed up 
with being delayed by the weather they beat out for Faaborg but in the choppy 
channel found it difficult to discern the fairway buoys. Intending to bolt hole back into 
Soby, they noticed the Faaborg ferry coming from a position between the mainland 
and the Northern tip of Avernako to the East. The 2 mile long fairway would be well 
marked from here and to make sure they saw every buoy, Eilish sat on the cabin roof 
as a second pair of eyes. From the sea Faaborg looked impressive and the town did 
not fail to pass muster. The young couple they had met in Aeroskjobing were waiting 
on the quay-side and took them back to their rural home.  
 
This was journey’s end and time to head for the South and home. It seemed a good 
idea to skirt around the top of Als and then enter the Als Fjord but in the blustery 
wind and driven too far South of the cardinal buoy the depth was disappearing to 
nothing. A quick turnabout and Sheldrake was back on course to the Alsund beyond 
which the channel narrowed significantly just North of Sonderborg. In bright sunlight 
they found this a fine town but ever so expensive. A few hours down the coast was 
the modern town with the unusual name of Damp. Now back in Germany, Doug 
resumed his acquired habit of queuing for the early morning “brotchen”. 
 

To get home was the reverse of the “mast-up” route on which he had come out. 
Delayed by the need for new engine mounts at Middleburg, Eilish caught the train to 
the ferry port enabling her to return in time for the Autumn teaching term. An oil leak 
near Boulogne sur Mer was a great test of entry into a foreign port under sail only. 
After a commendable 2 days sailing to travel from Boulogne to Portsmouth, the legs 
to Dartmouth were fairly uneventful. Here, son Jim joined as crew and stayed until 
Penzance. A torrid sail around the Lizard and Lands End and the familiar landmarks 
of St Ives, Newquay and Padstow were left in the distance. After a night in Barry, 
Sheldrake arrived back at NUSC, just before her mooring had sufficient depth to 
enter. Home at last with son Jim there to greet him. 

                                    

 

SHELDRAKE DUTCH BARGE ON THE ISSELMEER 
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THE SEVERN TUNNEL 

In the early 1870’s passengers from England would travel to the banks of the Severn 

and if the tide was suitable, then take a ferry into Wales. The initial surveys by the 

Great Western Railway Company determined that a tunnel could be constructed. It 

would require a steep entry and exit and because of the depth of water would need 

to reach 145 feet below the spring high water level. The overall length would have to 

be 4.5 miles. 

In 1873 a vertical shaft was dug. This allowed a six foot high trial shaft to be blasted 

out so that the geological stratum across the bed of the river could be determined. 

In 1879 as the two teams of human moles converged with 130 yards of each other, 

the team on the Western side broke through into a massive spring. Work became 

delayed since the pumps could not keep up with the rate of water fill. It is claimed 

that 6,000 gallons of water per minute was flowing out. 

At this juncture, Sir John Hawkshaw was appointed Chief Engineer. His first task 

was, with great difficulty, to install, larger pumps. It was then determined that a diver 

had to go down to close a sluice door. A diver by the name of Alexander Lambert 

descended the shaft. He needed 1200 foot of piping for his air supply and to enable 

this to be extended had to be aided by two fellow divers who would carry and move 

the air pipes. This proved impossible as Lambert could not move the piping over the 

last few feet. Two days later he went back down again. This time with an oxygen 

cylinder strapped to his back. The flood still continued until the engineers realised 

that Lambert had not closed the sluice valve but turned it the wrong way thereby 

opening it fully. 

Nowadays a pumping station at Sudbrook removes the vast amounts of fresh water 

from the spring. 

There were further problems with water as during the night, some years into the 

construction, a huge tidal wave hit the banks of the Severn. It entered the workers’ 

cottages and children who were sleeping at the time had to be placed on tables or on 

shelves. The 83 men working below rushed back up the slopes only to be trapped by 

water, which came to within 8 foot of the tunnel roof. They were eventually rescued 

by a small boat which was lowered down the shaft the next morning. 

The tunnel was completed in 1886. The first passenger carrying train commenced in 

Decmber of that year although dignitaries had been afforded a trial run during the 

year before. 

It was regarded as one of the most prestigious engineering feats of the Victorian era. 

Up until 1987 it was regarded as the longest tunnel in the world and it was the 

longest tunnel in Britain until 2007 where it was supplanted by the Channel Tunnel. 

Road users had to wait over half a century before a road bridge was installed 

nearby. The Queen opened the first Severn Crossing on 8th September 1966. 
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OBITUARIES 

MARK CORNISH 

 

 

It is with great sorrow, the Club announce the sudden passing of Mark Cornish. 

He will be greatly missed as he threw himself so willingly into club life, always ready 
to assist with the launch and recovery, providing articles for the Pennant and most 
recently, taking on the role of Club Treasurer – A difficult and fraught responsibility 
for which we are infinitely grateful. 

In his early sixties and anticipating full retirement, Mark was beginning to broaden his 
sailing horizons foretelling of ambitious achievements yet to come. Sadly with his 
premature departure, these aspirations will never come to fruition. 

Our deepest sympathies go to Deidre and family. 

Lee Barnett 
On the 14th May the son of one of our long serving members died suddenly. We pass 
on our deepest condolences to Brent and Beryl Barnett. 
     

GILL BLAKESLEY 
In the last few weeks, after a long period in a nursing home, Gill Blakesley has died. 
     

NORMAN DAVEY 
Also Norman Davey who was a member some 20 years ago has passed on.  
 


